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Outcomes for the next 60 minutes

● Explore Hattie’s description of Instructional Leadership
● Consider the leadership moves that have a higher effect size
● Listen to a leadership story
● Encourage participants to reflect on their own leadership stories

“The truth about stories is that’s all we are.” 
(Thomas King, 2003) 



Instructional Leadership- why so complicated??

My take:

-it is the way that a leader(s) structures the learning, both professional and student, to 
respond to the needs of students.

-actions and beliefs are based on the understanding  that the professionals have to change, 
adapt, and enhance processes and instructional practices in a way that makes a difference to 
students.  We support students and give them the tools that they need to do well.

-we look at data, listen to stories always seeking to support all learners.  We know if what we 
are doing is helping, hurting or having little effect.  

-we don’t shy away from discussing hard facts- why FMIM students might be experiencing 
less success than others and we do something about it. 

Ultimately- IT IS A COLLECTIVE RESPONSE to students needs. 



Effect size represents the 
magnitude of the impact of a given 

approach. 

The hinge point is .40 and equates 
to an average of the growth in one 

year of learning.

To accelerate we must chose 
strategies that have an impact of 

greater than .40.

Learning Strategy: Direct Instruction

Effect Size - Instructional strategies that make a difference!
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The Circle of 
Courage:
A lens to overlay 
instructional leadership 
frameworks. 
 



Effect Sizes Tied to the Circle of Courage 

Classroom cohesion 0.53

Mastery learning 0.58

Teacher-student 
relationships 0.72

Positive peer
influences 0. 53

Feedback- 0.73

Learning goals vs 
no goals-0.68

Goals-0.56

Concentration/
Persistence/
Engagement 0.56

Time on task 0.49

Self-reported 
grades- 1.44

Teacher-student 
relationships 0.72

Classroom cohesion 0.53

Positive peer
influences 0. 53



Learning Strategy: Sort & Order

Effect Size - What do you think?
Put these strategies/approaches in order from what has the greatest effect to the least!

teacher subject matter knowledge inquiry learning 

direct instruction 

feedback 
learner motivation 

self-assessment/evaluation 

teacher-student relationship 

scaffolding 

Boredom individualized instruction 

expectations 

homework 
ability grouping 

teaching test taking skills 

prior achievement 

retention 

guided practice 

strategy based methods 



Instructional leadership leads to the collective 
efficacy of a staff. 

Great schools row as one; they are quite clearly in the 
same boat, pulling in the same direction in unison.  The 
best schools… were tightly aligned communities marked 
by a palpable sense of common purpose and shared 
identity among staff.  A clear sense of “we”. (Lickona and 

Davisodon, 2005)



Strong school teams make the difference!



Effect Size - Know thy Impact!

teacher subject matter knowledge 0.09

inquiry learning 0.31

direct instruction 0.62

feedback 0.75

learner motivation 0.42

self-assessment/evaluation 1.44

teacher-student relationship 0.72

scaffolding 0.82 Boredom -0.49

individualized instruction 0.23

expectations 0.43

homework 0.29

ability grouping 0.12

teaching test taking skills 0.27

prior achievement 0.65

retention -0.13

guided practice 0.86

strategy based methods 0.85

Day 1

Threat of 
Stereotype -0.33
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Teachers should never 
hold an instructional 

strategy in higher 
esteem than their 

students’ learning.
(Frey, Hattie, & Fisher, 2018, p.3)
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Effect Size of Principals/School leaders

.36- below 
the hinge 
point.

This can’t be 
right!



Transformational & Instructional Leadership 

Transformational Leadership 
focuses on teachers.  They set a 
vision, create common goals, 
inspire and set direction, buffer 
staff from external demands, 
ensure fair and equitable 
staffing and give teachers a high 
degree of autonomy. 

 Effect size= 0.09

Instructional Leadership:
Focus more on students.  They’re 
concerned with the teachers and the 
schools impact on student learning 
and instructional issues, conducting 
classroom observations, ensuring 
professional development that 
enhances student learning, 
communicating high academic 
standards, and ensuring that all 
school environments that are 
conducive to learning. 
Effect size = .57



Instructional Leadership
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Leadership Learning Community (School Leadership Teams) .57 

Effective leadership teams have these characteristics in common: 

● creation of a plan of action; 

● determining a meaningful focus(professional learning target); 

● implementing change in practice; 

● developing  shared knowledge and understandings;  (when Principals promote and participate 

in PD and development 

● examining outcomes, assessing results to determine impact;  

● celebrating effort and debriefing the process.

Who - Principal, Vice-Principal, ESTs, Teacher Leaders



Teachers Matter… Leaders Matter 

“The more leaders focus their influence, their learning, and their relationships 
with teachers on the core business of teaching and learning, the greater their 
likely influence on student outcomes.” (Quoted in Visible Learning p.84, Robinson et al, p.23) 



Dimensions of Instructional Leadership that have an impact on student learning 
and develop the collective efficacy of teachers: 

1. Organization 

2. Promoting and participating in teacher learning and development 

3. Direct involvement in the support and evaluation of teaching through regular classroom visits 
and provision of formative and summative feedback to teachers

4. Aligning resource selection and allocation to priority teaching

5. Establishing goals and expectations

6. Ensuring an orderly and supportive environment (protecting time for teaching and learning 
by reducing external pressures and interruptions, establishing a supportive environment 
both inside and outside of classrooms) 

7. Aware of the goals in  the school that need addressing



Dimensions of Instructional Leadership that have an impact on student learning and 
develop the collective efficacy of teachers: 

8. Ensuring that teachers are intellectually stimulated about current theories and practices

9. Willing to actively challenge the status quo

10 . Monitor the effectiveness of school practices on student learning

11. Communicating  and operating from strong ideals and beliefs about schooling

12. Knowledgeable about curriculum, instruction and assessment practices

13. Recognition and rewarding of individual accomplishments

14. Demonstration of an awareness of the personal aspects of teachers

15. Adaptation of leadership behaviour to the needs of current situation
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Dimensions of Instructional Leadership that have an impact on student learning 
and develop the collective efficacy of teachers: 

● Promoting and participating in teacher learning and development =.91

● Direct involvement in the support and evaluation of teaching through regular classroom 
visits and provision of formative and summative feedback to teachers= .74

● Organization =.66

● Aware of the goals in  the school that need addressing= .66

● Ensuring that teachers are intellectually stimulated about current theories and 
practices=.64

● Willing to actively challenge the status quo=.60

● Aligning resource selection and allocation to priority teaching= .60

● Monitor the effectiveness of school practices on student learning=.56
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Dimensions of Instructional Leadership that have an impact on student learning and 
develop the collective efficacy of teachers: 

● Establishing goals and expectations= .54

● Communicating  and operating from strong ideals and beliefs about schooling=.50

● Ensuring an orderly and supportive environment (protecting time for teaching and 
learning by reducing external pressures and interruptions, establishing a supportive 
environment both inside and outside of classrooms) =.49

● Knowledgeable about curriculum, instruction and assessment practices=.48

● Adaptation of leadership behaviour to the needs of current situation=.44

● Demonstration of an awareness of the personal aspects of teachers=.38

● Recognition and rewarding of individual accomplishments=.30



Professor John Hattie: “Know thy impact!”

 Having an understanding…

● what impact means,
● about the magnitude, how big the impact you want,
● about the equity question, whether all kids get that impact.”

https://youtu.be/pnz6Tpm32JM 

https://youtu.be/pnz6Tpm32JM






Brownell School- A Journey to Improved Numeracy 

Learning Strategy: Storytelling - Making Meaning and Personal Connections



The area of concern:



What we 
Learned 



The Response:























Instructional Leadership

Learning Strategy: Direct Instruction (0.60)
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Leadership Learning Community (School Leadership Teams) .57 

Effective leadership teams have these characteristics in common: 

● creation of a plan of action; (.66)

● determining a meaningful focus(professional learning target); (.64)

● implementing change in practice; (.56)

● developing  shared knowledge and understandings;  (when Principals promote and participate 

in PD and development( .91) 

● examining outcomes, assessing results to determine impact;  (.91)

● celebrating effort and debriefing the process. (.51)

Who - Principal, Vice-Principal,, ESTs, Teacher Leaders





Tell your Leadership story…
Define the “why”. Engage the heart , the rest will follow. 

Gather your colleagues to help you.  

Create a plan of action. Keep it focussed and narrow. Set your targets and monitor progress. 

Align your resources.  

Engage your parents/caregivers and community.  People love to help.

Support your people.  Ask for help. 

Celebrate your successes.

Tell your story. Honour others. 



Stories are the most single powerful tool in a leader’s tool kit.
Howard Gardner  



Key resources that I love!


